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Born out of China, Lenovo has over the years developed organically and through
high-profile acquisitions to become the world’s leading personal computer maker,
and one of the top three smart phone manufacturers. The company is known as an
innovator particularly in managing to offer premium features at a low price. It came
to the Mobile World Congress show in Barcelona, in March, with plenty of new
products that underpinned this reputation: tech lovers particularly liked its new
Pocket Projector, which looks like it’s going to be an amazing travel accessory when
it launches in May starting at $249. Other new Lenovo products include Tab
A10-70, Tab A8-70 and IdeaPad Miix 300 tablets, which all offer a bevy of premium
features at an attractive price point.

told the media that while China is the
most important market for their
smartphone business, they think they
have even more opportunities outside
China, particularly in emerging markets
such as Southeast Asia and Eastern
Europe. The Motorola acquisition
clearly helps Lenovo to become an
even stronger global player in this
space.
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stated profitability commitments in the

up to 110 inches in size. The clever

mobile photography lovers. It actually

Motorola business.

design offers a wealth of fun options:

is a camera at heart and even looks like

What also makes Lenovo stand out

you can project a movie on your ceiling,

one from the rear. It has a button on top

amongst Chinese companies is its

for example, as it can twist a full 180

to shift from auto to Manual mode, a

commitment to innovation. In October

degrees from the middle. And there is

very unique feature for any phone. The

2014, the company executed a major

no need to worry about wires, as you

idea is to provide a great looking

global consumer product launch,

can stream content from your phone to

smartphone with a thin design, and at

announcing a new family of YOGA

the projector via Miracast or DLNA

the same time build a compact-camera

convertible PCs and tablets. Lenovo

mode.

like photo experience with a good

won a record 77 awards at the

Another new Lenovo product that

optics and photo sensor system that

Consumer Electronics Show in early

caught the eye of tech lovers at the

includes optical stabilisation – all of

January of this year across every

Mobile World Congress, the Vibe Shot

that at roughly half the price of a recent

category – PC (where Lenovo’s lightest

is a camera phone that was built for

high-end

ever LaVie laptop won top honours at
the

show),

tablet,

smartphone,

applications, software and peripherals
– demonstrating its unique breadth
and depth of product innovation.
Similar success was achieved by Lenovo
in early March at the Mobile World
Congress in Barcelona, considered the
most important mobile technology
trade show in the world. The Congress
draws more than 80,000 people from
around the globe to see everything
from smartphones and tablets to
smartwatches and VR headsets. Visitors
to the show as well as industry analysts
particularly loved Lenovo’s new Pocket
Projector, an accessory designed for
sharing all kinds of media for work and
play. At $249, this device delivers 854 x
480 pixels of resolution and a fairly
bright 50 lumens, producing a picture

phone.
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introduced its A7000 smartphone,

Windows for an almost incredibly low

cameras, Dolby Atmos, and a slightly-

which was presented an improvement

price of under $200. The Lenovo Tab

slower

on the A6000. With a price tag of $169

A10-70, for example, provides a bright

However, it has a similarly attractive

this smartphone has a 5.5inch screen. It

10-inch, 1920 x 1200-pixel IPS display

chassis, which comes in midnight blue,

will also bring the stunning Dolby

and a back-facing soundbar that is

pink, black or white, and will run the

Atmos technology to a phone for the

capable of outputting Dolby Atmos

same, clean version of Android 5.0. The

first time. A big difference in

surround sound. And though not made

A8-80 weighs a reasonable .8 pounds

comparison to the A6000 smartphone

of metal, the 1.1-pound, 0.35-inch slate

and is just .35 inches thick. Consumers

is the fact that this phone is powered

has a premium look and feel. Unlike

who want a full-fledged Windows

by a MediaTek processor and not

many other Android tablets, the A10-70

experience will find a great bargain in

Qualcomm.

has haptic feedback, which gives a nice

the $149 Miix 300, which runs

Also at the Mobile World Congress,

tactile feel to its buttons and keyboard.

Windows 8.1 on its 8-inch, 1280 x

Lenovo showcased its new Tab A10-70,

Due in June, the $129 Lenovo, 8-inch

800-pixel IPS display. The tablet’s

Tab A8-70 and IdeaPad Miix 300

Tab A8-70 cuts a few corners to hit its

.8-pound,

tablets, which all offer a bevy of

very-low price point. It has a lower-

comes in a simple black colour with a

premium features, including surround

resolution, 1024 x 600 display, 8GB or

faux-metal back panel. On the inside,

sound, a high-res display or full

16GB of internal storage, 5 and 2-MP

the Miix 300 is powered by an Intel

1.3-GHz

MediaTek

0.37-inch-thick

CPU.

chassis

Atom Baytrail CPU, 2GB of RAM and 32
or 64GB of eMMC memory. A microSD
Lenovo at a glance

card slot allows users to add storage.

Lenovo (HKSE: 992) (ADR: LNVGY) is a $39 billion global Fortune 500 company

Due in July, the IdeaPad Miix 300 has

and a leader in providing innovative consumer, commercial, and enterprise
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cameras

PCs (including the legendary Think and multimode YOGA brands),

However,

workstations, servers, storage, smart TVs and a family of mobile products like

DisplayPort out so no way to connect

smartphones (including the Motorola brand), tablets and apps.

to an external monitor, apart from

for

capturing

there’s

no

images.
HDMI

or

using Miracast to wirelessly project to
one.
Finally, Lenovo will have been pleased
that newly acquired Motorola won two
awards at the Mobile World Congress.
The first was for the Moto E, which
received the award for “Best low-cost
smartphone”. The judges liked the
performance and battery life at such a
low price point. The award for “Best
wearable” was given to the Moto 360
smartwatch.
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